
PROGRAMME COMMITTEE CHAIR: ISAAC KIM 
This year the event will be chaired by distinguished quantum 
theorist Isaac Kim, Ph.D Assistant Professor of Computer Science at 
University of California Davis. Work in quantum computing and 
quantum many-body physics, specialising in quantum algorithms, 
quantum error correction and entanglement bootstrap.

SESSION TOPICS WILL INCLUDE: 
• Applied quantum error correction
• Current NISQ advances 
• Novel codes and techniques, including quantum low
 density parity codes (qLDPC)
• Algorithmic advances for the fault-tolerant regime 
• Validation and veri�cation  

SPEAKERS
Previous invited keynote speakers plus speakers whose submitted 
research has been accepted for presentation have included world 
leading experts from the quantum computing industry, including 
Google, Rigetti, IonQ, and IBM; plus top speakers from academia 
including the Universities of Oxford, Waterloo, Yale, Caltech, UCL 
and Delft. 
Speakers for 2023 are currently being con�rmed and will be 
published on the QCTip 2023 website. All speakers will continue to 
be at world class level.

ATTENDANCE 
2020 (fully virtual) 
500+ virtual attendees from the UK across Europe, USA, Canada, 
South America, Australia and Asia
22 speakers

2022 (HYBRID) 
130 in person attendees from across the UK, Spain,
The Netherlands, USA and Australia
155 virtual attendees from the UK, across Europe, USA, Asia, 
Australia, South America and Africa
19 speakers

SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES 2023

 Diamond 
 £10k 

Option to sponsor a particular activity – dinner or poster session 
Panel slot on industry panel – topic to be decided
Industry session talk (12 mins) 
Top logo on QCTiP website 
Social media post as sponsor
Pop up banner in networking area 
X4 free tickets 
Paid for accommodation for up to 4 attendees 

 

 Gold
 £7,500

Option to sponsor a particular activity – dinner or poster session
Panel slot on industry panel – topic to be decided 
Industry session talk (12 mins)
Prominent logo on QCTiP website 
Social media post as sponsor
Pop up banner in the networking area 
X3 free tickets 

 Silver 
 £5k 

Panel slot on industry panel – topic to be decided 
Industry session talk (12 mins) 
Logo on QCTiP website
Social media post as sponsor
X2 free tickets 
 

 Bronze 
 £2k 

Logo on QCTiP website 
Social media post as sponsor 
x1 free ticket

key contact for sponsorship: Amy Flower – amy.�ower@riverlane.com

Hosted by:

ABOUT QCTiP
Quantum Computing devices have made remarkable progress over 
the past �ve years, to the point where multiple groups around the 
world have now demonstrated both larger noisy intermediate scale 
quantum (NISQ) algorithms and the beginnings of a path to error 
corrected quantum computers.  At QCTiP 2023 we will explore 
these and future advances in the practice of quantum 
computing, including: 

• Deeper understanding of the devices that exist today
• Pathways to the next generation of ‘fault tolerant’ quantum    
 computers and their application
• The evolution of NISQ

Invited and submitted expert talks will cover these topics and 
related research results that illustrate connections between the 
possible and the practical in quantum computing.
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